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a b s t r a c t

The proper choice of the energy system configuration and design parameters, generally named “syn-
thesis/design problem”, is only rarely straightforward because of the many variables involved. The goal of
a standard for the generation of new system configurations has recently led to superstructures that
potentially include all possible configurations, among which the optimum one, yet the ability of defining
in advance such superstructures is a fundamental limit of this technique. To overcome this problem a
bottom-up methodology is proposed, which relies on the basic idea that the system configuration is
certainly based on one or more thermodynamic cycles that may share some processes or be combined in
a cascade form. Accordingly, all the possible ways of combining elementary cycle processes into
meaningful system configurations are first identified using a comprehensive and rigorous set of rules. An
optimization is then performed in which the search space consists of all the obtainable configurations
and associated design parameters. The paper shows all steps of this original synthesis/design optimi-
zation methodology and its effectiveness in the search for the best two-pressure level ORC system
configuration. The optimum results obtained using different working fluids and temperatures of the heat
source allow general design guidelines to be identified.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the past, the configuration of power systems was mainly
dictated by the low cost and high availability of the working fluid,
hence limited to water (Rankine) or air (Brayton-Joule) thermo-
dynamic cycles. Several improvements to these basic cycles were
proposed in the literature and some of them also applied to real
plants. Most of these modifications aim at a proper coupling be-
tween internal heat sources and sinks, implementing the so called
“regeneration” and reducing in turn the external fuel consumption.
Examples of widespread applications of this concept are micro-gas
turbines, where the heat available from the gases at turbine outlet
are used to preheat the air at combustor inlet, or the steam ex-
tractions along the expansion line in steam power plants, which are
used to preheat the boiler feed-water in order to increase the
average temperature of the thermal energy supplied to the cycle. In
these cases, the available heat sources are simply matched with
available heat sinks (the compressed air in the first example, the

boiler feed-water in the second one). In other cases, new sinks are
added to the configuration of the basic cycle to better exploit the
available heat sources. An example is the Humid Air Turbine (HAT)
cycle inwhichmake-upwater is taken from the ambient to saturate
the compressed air before the combustion chamber inlet, so
creating new sinks to exploit more effectively the heat available
from the gases at turbine outlet than in the simple regenerative
cycle. The recent introduction of new working fluids has widened
the design options and stimulated the creativity of the designer
towards new and more efficient/less costly configurations. The
number of these configurations has become particularly high in the
field of the Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) systems, where the
introduction of new working fluids with low global warming and
ozone depletion potential paved the way to a large variety of plant
configurations suitable to different low to medium temperature
heat sources.

In most of the existing literature the system configuration is
suggested on the basis of designer experience, a standard criterion
to create the system configuration being still far to be reached. The
synthesis/design optimization of the components forming an en-
ergy system is a very difficult task that can be solved, as often
suggested in the literature, by traditional mixed-integer
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programming techniques only under the assumption that the
possible solutions are derived from a superstructure embedding
them all. In this case, the values of the integer decision variables are
used to determine which parts (or alternative options) of the su-
perstructure are actually present in a given solution. Indeed, the
search space of optimization problems dealingwith the assembly of
components into a system configuration has very complex features,
and the choice of using a superstructure is equivalent to fixing the
set of possible solutions in advance and, in so doing, considering
only a portion of the search space. For instance, Elsido et al. [1] used
a superstructure for steam and organic Rankine cycle systems to
evaluate multiple cycle configurations featuring single or multiple
pressure levels, with or without regenerative processes for the
utilization of heat sources available at different temperature levels.
The hot and cold streams derived from the Rankine cycles are, in
turn, included in another superstructure for the best definition of
the heat exchanger network (HEN) using a method based on tem-
perature stages. The optimization of the annual cost of the system
was solved by a two-stage algorithm. Another example from Lee at
al [2]. is the superstructure optimization of an ORC system
exploiting the cryogenic exergy of liquefied natural gas as cold sink.
The optimum layout was identified among 1024 possible process
configurations and shows an expansion process split into five
stages, starting from a supercritical evaporation pressure.

The main limitation of an a priori definition of the superstruc-
ture is the possible exclusion of the optimum configuration and/or
the consideration of possibly infeasible ones. Thus, superstructure-
free approaches have been proposed in which new configurations
are progressively generated in the search for the optimum solution.
Voll et al. [3] applied a superstructure-free approach for the syn-
thesis and optimization of distributed energy supply systems. A set
of rules is used in the optimization process to replace parts of the
energy system and, in turn, generate new design alternatives by
structural mutation. Various energy conversion technologies are
classified according to their function into the so-called “energy
conversion hierarchy” to reduce the number of required rules to
only six simple generic ones, which can be applied to a whole set of
technologies sharing certain properties. The authors applied this
method to the retrofit synthesis of a heating and cooling system,
obtaining the substitution of a boiler with a CHP engine and, by
using an extended hierarchy, of a compression chiller with an ab-
sorption one.Wang et al. [4] improved this approach by introducing
a new mutation rule for the insertion of new components/tech-
nologies into a structure. The application to a Rankine cycle resul-
ted in a configuration with ten turbines, three reheating and four
feedwater preheating stages, all being the maximum number
allowed. To consider the economic impact of splitting thermody-
namic processes in multiple stages Wang et al. [5] used an eco-
nomic objective function for the synthesis of a 1000MWpulverized
coal power plant. The minimum cost of electricity was obtained
using seven feedwater preheaters and three reheaters, which is
roughly the number in modern power plants. However, in this
approach several rules are needed to comply with the physical and
technical constraints associated with the added/removed parts and
their connections with the rest of the configuration. So, the result is
certainly meaningful yet reflecting the features of the initial
configuration. Moreover, the definition and application of all rules
may require a similar effort to that of assembling a superstructure,
as already pointed out by Voll et al. [3].

The synthesis/design methodology presented in this paper is
based on the two principles that were laid down in the HEATSEP
method [6e9] and its further developments [10,11]:

- The thermodynamic processes have to be organized according
to elementary cycles (i.e., compression, heat transfer with the

hot source, expansion and heat transfer with the cold source).
The combination of elementary cycles results in turn in the so-
called “Basic Configuration” of the system.

- Only the components that are strictly necessary to describe the
processes of the elementary cycles are included in the Basic
Configuration of the system, while the temperatures of the
streams connecting these components are left free to vary
wherever it is convenient to do so. This generates hot and cold
thermal streams within the system that may improve the sys-
tem efficiency, or any other objective function, if suitably
coupled. The coupling of thermal streams within the system is
considered to occur in an undefined heat transfer “black-box”,
so that the mass flow rates and the temperature/enthalpy
changes of the thermal streams are not subject to constraints
imposed by the structure of a predetermined heat exchanger
network.

The application of these two principles allows to separate the
problem of the synthesis of any energy system configurations into
two separate problems: the synthesis of the Basic Configuration
and the synthesis of the internal heat exchanger network which
makes the heat transfer possible between hot thermal flows to be
cooled and cold thermal flows to be heated within the heat transfer
“black-box”.

Only after the optimization of the design parameters of the Basic
Configuration of the system is performed, the optimum thermal
streams in the black-box are known and the heat exchanger
network within the Basic Configuration can be built to obtain the
final system configuration.

All the mentioned developments of the HEATSEP method build
on the concepts of Basic Configuration and optimization of its
design parameters (and subsequent creation of the internal heat
transfer section) but do not suggest a general methodology to
create the Basic Configuration in a general and optimal way. This is
the goal of this paper, which exploits the potential of an original
hybrid synthesis/design optimization algorithm, first proposed by
Toffolo in Ref. [12], that aims at overcoming the limitations involved
in the top-to-bottom superstructure approach. The idea is to rather
pursue a bottom-up perspective, in which the configuration of a
candidate solution is assembled starting from the single thermo-
dynamic processes.

The methodology is named SYNTHSEP because:

- It keeps the idea of SEParating the heat transfer section of the
system into a black-box. This reduces the number of Basic
Configurations that are considered in the search space because
all the options related to the structure of the heat exchanger
network are not included, while they are considered in a further
separate step;

- It creates the Basic Configuration (SYNTHesis) using a compre-
hensive and rigorous set of rules to combine elementary cycles
by sharing (portions of) their processes, and adding, removing
or modifying elements of the elementary configuration, instead
of pruning portions of a large configuration fixed in advance, as
the superstructure-based approaches do.

It could be inferred that in this way the “true superstructure” is
actually achieved, because any candidate configuration can be ob-
tained from another one through a number of these operations. In
other words, starting from the bottom, i.e. from the thermody-
namic processes organized in elementary cycles, and applying a
specific set of rules, all possible configurations can be included in
the search space.

The proposal of new Basic Configurations is made possible by
letting the custom designed genetic operators of an evolutionary
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